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iPad 3 Release Goes Mostly Unnoticed
Due In Part to Video of Playful Cat

Michigan Tech Among the Best “Five Or
So” WCHA Teams

By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

by Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

A video of a young house
cat chasing the light of a laser
pointer, which was posted on
YouTube and many other sharing
sites minutes before the release
of the new Apple iPad 3, has
captivated the nation. In a cute
and adorable three minutes and
fourteen seconds, the house cat
named “Me-me” is seen running,
pouncing, and rolling around in a
futile attempt to catch a green laser light. Apple’s new iPad 3, on
the other hand, features a “retina
display” 2048×1536 screen

and 1080p video recording.
In its first day available to the
public, the Apple iPad 3 sold a
ground breaking two units; while
its main competitor the “young
house cat chasing the light of a
laser pointer” video landed an
astonishing four decillion, two
hundred nonillion, one hundred eighty-seven octillion, five
hundred thirty septillion, nine
hundred twenty-four sextillion,
five hundred ninety quintillion,
five quadrillion, one hundred are
see Cat Pad on back...

Pic o’ the Day - Stickynote of Doom!

From the Editor::
One quiet winter’s evening, there were 20 people huddled together in Walker for
warmth. They had no food. They had no water. All they had were boxes containing
weird, random things. So, to pass the time before they surely froze to death, they
traded boxes. Inside one was the greatest tool of all – a magical blue square that
could save any writer from the most evil of foes! Even a fierce, ruthless dictator’s
gleaming sword could be turned away by the square’s power! And, here it is for
you: our honorable pic o the day!

Beginning today, Michigan Tech’s
hockey team will be playing in
the WCHA’s highly competitive, extremely honorable “Best
Five-ish Teams” tournament. The
WCHA (Woah! Cool Hockey
Ahead!) will host the tournament
all weekend. They told major
sporting networks like ESPN15,
Fox Sports (Dearborn campus),
and the CBC that the Huskies
made it as part of the University’s
new “We Can Drive 55” plan.
Similar to 5-5-5 deals at Dominos
or Herman “The Hurricane” Cain’s
9-9-9 plan, We Can Drive 55 was
put in place in 2007. The simple
goal: Tech makes the final five in
five years.
“We’re proud to have really

pulled through on the WCD55
plan,” noted University Overlord Glenn Mroz from atop his
gold-encrusted swan boat.
“The secret 3rd five was that we
take 5% of all tuition and pour it
into hockey improvement. Wait.
Could you not print that last part
for the record?”
The Best Five-Ish Teams tournament will take place in the lessloved twin, St. Paul, Minnesota.
What’s more, it will be held at
the Bill Gates Microsoft Office Excel Energy Center, known locally
as “where the Wild things are.”
Michigan Tech students are being encouraged to skip class on
Thursday, Friday, Monday, Tuesday, and next Wednesday mornsee Hi Fived! on back...

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Buy One Medium Pizza, Get
Another Medium for Half Price!
www.thestudiopizza.com

Registration is around the corner!

482-5100

...from Cat Pad on front

you still reading this? thirty-one
trillion, four hundred billion, one
hundred ten million, seven hundred seven thousand, and one
views on YouTube.

...from Hi Fived! on front

ing to support the team. Though
the tournament ends on Saturday, Dining Services has offered
a free cash bar on the MEEM
10th floor if the Huskies place
well; Monday-Wednesday are to
allow for students to drink copiously then pass out in the labs.
“We figure having the students
pass out in the labs due to intoxication rather than senior design
will be a nice change of pace,”
said Mroz.
The tournament is single elimination, which means that Tech has
to be on its a-game all weekend
to avoid certain dishonor and
Charlie the Unicorn level shunning. No one is too concerned,
however. It has been scientifically
proven that fans bringing Daily Bull
vuvuzelas to the arena increase
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the team’s chances of winning
by at least 77.34%. What’s more,
in addition to the 5-5-5 plan, we
have even more arcane powers
on our side. During a top-secret
interview in a pitch-black room,
with his face shrouded by a forest-green cloak woven by Elves,
one of the Blizzards anonymously told us that the reason Tech
made the WCHA tournament is
“Because Mel Pearson is awesome.” He then vanished with a
whirl into the night, presumably
to go inspire the team in Minnesota.
Don Cherry even weighed in,
dipping down from his Canadian fame to offer support for
the WCHA tournament. Unfortunately, no one could hear his
comment over the loudness of
his suit.

When asked what made the
video of a playful cat so appealing, and what made the iPad 3
so unappealing, entertainment
industry specialist and star of
“Epic Meal Time” Harley Morenstein had the following to say:
“The iPad 3 plays the latest apps
with the speed of a drugged up
super leopard and has graphics
so good I can jack off to porn for
three weeks straight. However
what it lacks is the childish innocence and frolicsomeness that
only a house pet can have. Because of that the iPad 3 really has
no use to anyone with a brain.”
“[The video of a cat chasing a laser pointer light video] perfectly
uses shaky, poor footage to critique the current social-economic situation in Denmark,” praised
Roger Ebert, an American Film
Critique and Screenwriter of the
college favorite: At the Movies
with Gene Siskel, Roger Ebert,
and a Pack of Six Old Saltine
Crackers that are Too Dry to Eat

But We Might as well Serve Them
with a Drink to Deal with the Fact
that they are Too Dry to Eat. “By
far the main reason why this video of a delightful house cat has
reached such a large audience is
that it is not a $499.99 tablet PC.”
Though every person in the
world (according to a survey
taken by Professor Xavier and the
Cerebro) agrees that the “young
house cat chasing the light of a
laser pointer” video is a “billion
times more awesome than any
Apple Product, especially the
New iPad”, the late Apple CEO
Steve Jobs has publicly shown
distaste in the video. “It is quite
apparent to the Apple company
as a whole that this scandalous
video was created by our rival
company Microsoft to sabotage
our sales,” stated Steve Jobs,
who was rehired as CEO after
being revived with the help of all
but two new iPad’s worth of Apple’s production budget. When
asked about this mater, Microsoft
replied that they were too busy
making products that actually sell
to write any more of a statement
than: “Don’t worry Stevie-boy,
we shot that video with an iPod
Touch.”
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In response to the iPad3-vs-Microsoft-Cat debate, developers of Ubuntu have quietly
excused themselves from the scene to develop a product that combines the two. After
extensive debugging and beta testing, they are hoping to release CatFad in late 2013;
it will feature a slightly smaller screen than the iPad, a battery that will recharge (“nap”)
when the device is not in use, and meow obnoxiously when the user tries to touch the
touchscreen in a way that doesn’t do anything.

